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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. The seventh generation Honda Civic is an
automobile which was produced by Honda from to It was released in September as a model.
Compared to its predecessor , it retained similar exterior dimensions, but increased
significantly in interior space thus bumping up Civic to a compact car size segment. There was
a flat rear floor, giving better comfort to the rear seat passengers. This generation abandoned
the front double wishbone suspension , which had been used in the fourth to sixth generations,
replacing it with MacPherson strut. The seventh generation was the last to offer 4WD variants.
In , models were introduced with new tail lights which created a circle when illuminated and also
gained revised dials and new wheel designs. In September , model year Civic's received a
facelifted front end designed in with new headlights, bumper, and grille; it also received side
skirts, and body colored hood and trunk trim. The hybrid version arrived at North America in
spring as a model being imported from Japan. A sporting hatchback model called the Si was
unveiled in August for the European market only. This model featured from launch a 1. The
Sport Hatchback is also available with a 2. Starting with this generation, cabin air filters also
known as pollen filters were installed as standard equipment and are located behind the glove
compartment internationally. The coupe, no longer available in Japan, was still sold in Europe.
EX trim includes sunroof. There was also the EX Special Edition which added a sunroof and rear
single cup holder. The Hybrid was the only trim available for the sedan style in Europe. In ,
Honda Canada, in recognition of the one millionth sale of the Civic in Canada, introduced a
limited edition version of the Civic called the Civic Coupe Si Veloz 'Veloz' meaning 'swift' in
Spanish. The Veloz edition adds a front, rear and side skirts, rear spoiler, carbon fibre trim
pieces, chrome exhaust tip, custom Veloz embroidered floor mats and Veloz badges. In , a 30th
Anniversary Edition was added to all models, as well as a Sport model for sedans. The body
shape of this model was based on the "New Bullet-Form" concept, which aimed to create a
more dynamic look and provide greater stability while travelling on highways or winding
country roads. The interior layout also distinguished itself from other Civic Si generations with
a dash-mounted shifter. Shifting away from the 1. Much of the weight gain is attributed to the
chassis' stouter structure when compared to the previous generation hatchback, with the '02 Si
boasting an increase in torsional rigidity by 95 percent and a bending rigidity increase of 22
percent. The fifth-generation Civic Si saw roughly the same performance numbers as the
previous generation Si, with 7. Other changes include a switch to electric power steering over
hydraulic and coil on plug ignition. The EP3's uniquely rare body style in the U. The â€”05
models received minor revisions. The interior received more silver accents in place of the
chrome ones the lock switch. These Civics were named 2. The exterior saw changes including a
Rally-inspired body kit, a carbon fiber grill, front intake and rear bumper diffuser, a black
chrome-finish headlights and smoked taillights, high-mounted two-stage rear wing. For the
interior, Honda included Mugen carbon fiber and Kevlar race seats covered in red Alcantara
suede with 6-point racing harness, a sport 3-spoke steering wheel, aluminum pedals and shift
knob, Mugen high performance LCD screen gauge package and center mounted information

display. The seventh generation Honda Civic was introduced in Malaysia in February where it
was only available with the sedan bodystyle powered by a 1. This variant came with dual front
airbags, [19] something lacking from the EX-i and VTi variants. The Civic was now only available
with a sole 1. The seventh generation Civic was introduced in the Philippines in where it is only
available in sedan bodystyle. Trim includes; LXi with 1. Both came with regular front disk brakes
and rear drum brakes. Transmission choice were a 5-speed manual or 4-speed automatic ,
available in both trims. During facelift, the VTi-S was released, with 1. And in , the 2. Thai
models received the 1. This engine is a 1. In , Honda Civic was the seventh best selling vehicle
overall and third best selling passenger car in the U. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Acty Street. Brio Amaze. Quint Integra. Ascot Innova. Integra SJ. Accord CB. Accord CD. Accord
CF. Accord CG. Accord CL. Accord CU. FCX Clarity. Civic Coupe. Integra Coupe. Accord Coupe.
Legend Coupe. CR-X del Sol. Sport compact. Civic Type R. Integra Type R. Sports car. Accord
Type R. Accord Euro-R. NSX Type R. Subcompact crossover. Compact crossover. Mid-size
crossover. Station wagon. Civic Shuttle. Accord CF6. Accord CM. Mini MPV. Mobilio Spike. EV
Plus. Compact MPV. Odyssey RA6. Odyssey RB. Odyssey RB3. Odyssey RC. Odyssey RL3.
Odyssey RL5. Odyssey RL6. Acty Van. City Pro. Civic Van. Civic Pro. Partner Van. Accord
Sedan. Sport utility vehicle. Pickup truck. Vehicle exclusive to Southern California available for
leasing purposes only. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Civic.
Overview Overview Most Popular. LX 4dr Sedan 1. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive
type Front wheel drive Transmission 4-speed automatic. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine
Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 1. Power Feature Power Feature 1 one-touch power windows
yes Power mirrors yes remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes.
Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes tachometer yes. Front leg
room Rear hip Room Rear leg room 36 in. Rear shoulder room 52 in. Dimensions Dimensions
Front track Length Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Height EPA interior
volume Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the Civic. Suspension
Suspension double wishbone rear suspension yes four-wheel independent suspension yes
MacPherson strut front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 3 yr. Rust 5 yr.
Hybrid Component 8 yr. Inventory See Civic Inventory. Sign Up. Ivory Gray. See Civic Inventory.
By clicking "Send" you authorize Auto. You also agree to our Privacy Statement. Data rates may
apply. Our Privacy Statement. Please enter a valid US phone number. Get answers, see the car,
or find a good time for a test drive. Take the next step and contact the seller. Monthly payment
estimates are for informational purposes and do not represent a financing offer from the seller
of this vehicle. Other taxes may apply. See our terms of use for more details. By clicking here,
you authorize Cars. Calls may be pre-recorded. We value your privacy. Hansel Volkswagen.
Send to Phone vdp. Message sent successfully. Get behind the wheel today! Arrange a Test
Drive Want to drive it home today? Ask About Financing. Get similar new listings by email Enter
Email Address. Galapagos Green Metallic. Overall Length: Have a question? Contact Seller
Contact Seller. Hundreds of used vehicles in stock! Hansel Volkswagen, caring drives us! In
addition to our great selection of new vehicles, Hansel Auto Group has an inventory of over
pre-owned vehicles. Our diverse staff now numbers over All of our team members are
committed to offering the best customer service experience. At Hansel Auto Group, we will help
you find the perfect vehicle that will meet all of your needs as a driver and an owner. The fastest
way to compare and save on auto insurance Looking for auto insurance for your new car? Let
Gabi find the best deal in 2 minutes. Term in months mo. Have question about financing?
Contact the seller to learn more about which financing options might be available to you. Check
Availability Call. Check Availability. Like what you see? Get behind the wheel and take it home
today. Arrange a Test Drive with Hansel Volkswagen. Phone Optional. Your Message: Hi! Please
contact me as soon as possible. Contact Seller Hansel Volkswagen. Ask About Financing
through Hansel Volkswagen. Price Inquiry. Single Owner- Vehicle has been owned by only one
person. No Accidents- Vehicle has no reported accidents. Clean Title- Vehicle has a clean title.
Personal Use- Vehicle was owned by an individual. Coronavirus update: New contactless

services to help keep you safe. Bought my car here, and love it! Salesperson was very
responsive and helpful. Went above and beyond to provide superb customer service. Raymond
the sales guy was great also the finance man Alex was easy to deal with over all great
experience Plus I bought a great vehicle at a a very good price. Set and appointment, wasn't
ready for my arrival. Waited 10 minutes in lobby for someone to help. Car I was scheduled to
test drive was a piece of garbage, wouldn't and did not pass inspection. Sale people lied about
Service Engine Light and said it was an oil change light. Buyer beware, shop somewhere else.
Fast response and they did everything to get me into my New Journey. They got back to me
right away and informed me that the vehicle had been sold and immediately offered me another
option. Dealer just gave me the keys and left me alone Didn't bother to stay and answer
questions. Gave the keys back and left Excellant recieved email next day i was shock but happy
the saleman was a true honedt gentle who i hope to do business with soon. Never spoke to
anyone because i didnt return email or phone call. Very prompt responding to my inquiry.
Overall a good experiences. The truck I bought had an attempted break in and it messed up the
door. Salesman was newer to the business but was very courteous and followed up. I would
shop tfere again. It was a very good overall experience. They have gone above and beyond to
make it as smooth and painless as possible. I highly recommend them. They guys are really
nice and seemingly honest, This lot is a purchase only site so you have to bring your own
financing. Bought at Chevy Equinox for them. After 2 and half weeks check engine light came
on and have had nothing but problems. Sunroof leaks, rust all under the car, connector
replaced, in desperate need of tune up and other issues. I called the dealership and they said
there was nothing they could do. I will never buy another car from them ever again. I highly
recommend you look elsewhere. Very decent and professional demeanor. Phone calls were
answered promptly or, if not, a return call came through within 30 minutes. Informative, helpful,
and honest business. Very professional and did not pressure me. I appreciate that. When I'm
ready to buy a vehicle, will call Woodbridge back. Lorraine D. Open honest, just did purchase
the vehicle. Great experience with Nick M. All our questions were answered and it was a very
smooth process. They did reach out to me five times. I may go this weekend. What can I say I
should of trusted other reviews : When I called it went to voicemail.. I called back asked what
time you open I could not understand him. Despite all the advancements Honda has provided
over the years, the Civic DX and LX still do not have an antilock brake system. Purchase prices
are high, although Civics offer great trade-in value. Engines are fuel efficient with very low
emissions. Civic interiors are roomy, crash test scores impressive, and the cars have very high
customer loyalty. Consumer rating for this automobile is 9. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Honda
Civic listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Best deals first. Image Not Available. CarGurus User. Authorized Honda Dealer. Read
more. Why Use CarGurus? Dependable and with routine maintenance has held up well over the
years, although several similar, minor issues are springing up recently, door handle broke off,
trunk latch no longer catches, hood lever broke off, etc. These may be just wearing out due to
the age of the car, now 15 years old. My timing belt went out once. I had to replace my starter
after a couple of years. I replaced my tires every couple of years with Goodyear tires. My car
goes pretty fast. I enjoy driving my car for long periods of time. I also have tinted windows.
Change Year. Owner Reviews. For Sale Near Me. Select Model: DX. Optional Torque: ft. Optional
Horsepower: hp. Optional Curb Weight: lbs. Mechanical Features 1. Compare Models DX. Front
Wheel Drive. Gasoline Fuel. Exterior Features Manual remote mirrors. Body-side black
moldings. Chrome trunk garnish. Rear seat heater ducts. Adjustable steering column. Dual
mode trip odometer. Dual visor vanity mirrors. Front beverage holders. Integrated rear window
antenna. Remote fuel filler door release. Emergency trunk release. Immobilizer theft deterrent
system. Auxiliary pwr socket. Maintenance interval indicator. Indicator lights-inc: low-fuel,
low-oil pressure, trunk-open. Headlights-on reminder. Adjustable front seat belt anchors.
Childproof rear door locks. Side-impact door beams. Trish L wrote on November 24, Elizabeth R
wrote on June 27, See All Reviews Continue to Overview. You have no vehicle information
saved in your Honda Owners account. The Owner's Manual explains the various features and
functions of your Honda, offers operation tips and suggestions for vehicle care and

maintenance, provides specific details on safety systems, and includes comprehensive
technical specifications. If your vehicle is equipped with a navigation system, a navigation
manual with detailed instructions, settings, and other information is also available. To purchase
printed manuals, you can order online or contact:. Delivery time is approximately five weeks. To
save paper and time, you can download the latest manuals now. Need more help? Contact your
local Honda dealer for assistance. Choose a Year and Model to View YEAR MODEL. These files
contain detailed information about your vehicle, and can be downloaded, searched, and printed.
The Owner's Guide provides a quick how-to on basic functions and features. Coverage and
terms of your vehicle's warranties, including general provisions, new vehicle limited warranty,
emissions, tires and accessories warranties, replacement parts and more. Details can be found
in the Warranty section. Dependable and with routine maintenance has held up well over the
years, although several similar, minor issues are springing up recently, door handle broke off,
trunk latch no longer catches, hood lever broke off, etc. These may be just wearing out due to
the age of the car, now 15 years old. My timing belt went out once. I had to replace my starter
after a couple of years. I replaced my tires every couple of years with Goodyear tires. My car
goes pretty fast. I enjoy driving my car for long periods of time. I also have tinted windows. My
Honda civic vehicle is comfortable and reliable. However, there is problems with brakes and
alignment. There is also problems with the oil pan. These problems affect the overall
performance of the car. It makes the car slower and it does not take to bumpy roads well. The
windows and locks are manual which can easily be changed based on taste preference. Overall
this car gets me from point a to b. It has not broke down on me and therefore I am satisfied once
everything else is fixed. It is a great A to B type of car. Good gas mileage, no internal problems,
drives good and only has , miles on the odometer. If your wanting a car for performance other
than driving to and from work this is not the car for you but Its reliability is high always starts,
has not broke down on me, does not leak any fluid. It's a very basic car best used for someones
daily driver than a weekend car. Has no features to it, unless you like power locks, hand
cranked windows, no cruise control, CD player, or AUX cord. So if you are short on money or
just want a daily driver with no flash to it this would be the car for you otherwise I would advise
looking elsewhere. Have never encountered any problems with transmission. All repairs and
parts have been affordable and easily acquired. It is possible to replace the engine with a
new-used Japanese engine for a small cost and add life to the vehicle, because those
replacement engines are retired extremely early, at about 50k miles, due to air pollution
standards in Asia and reaching a maximum period on the road. The only downfalls are that with
the DX trim, everything is very basic manual windows and locks, no cruise control, no Bluetooth
, and the interior rooftop upholstery does start to drop down a little, due to the adhesive wearing
off over time and across temperatures. There is a lot of space throughout the trunk, when the
back seats are folded down, to transport large items. There are not any luxury features but the
car is still comfortable. My Honda Civic is still in good condition. I bought it used in , and its still
running. It is a standard transmission. I feel very safe and comfortable in the car. I use it
everyday for work and I work delivery services, so you can imagine the amount of driving I do ,
shopping, making distanced drives every other day miles , and just little errands. My Honda
Civic comes with a moonroof and I love that feature. I haven't really had any other problems. I
did a engine change because mileage was high , and the only other thing that really happened is
the driver window motor went out, so I had it taped up for a while. Be cautious of your windows.
First off, my car is a Honda so I absolutely love it because knowing it's a Honda, it will last a
long time for my family and I. My dad always told me how Honda's engines last longer than
most vehicles. I only rate my specific car 4 out of 5 stars because at about , miles, my steering
pump hose needed to be replaced but that was a cheap and easy fix. The only other reason why
I rate it that is because I prefer to have the DX version of the civic vs the LX I have so I can
reverse immediately as I'm slowly in forward motion. I have a manual transmission so it's nice
to be able to do that without completely stopping but only some cars have that option, and I
believe the DX or the EX version of the civic does that. Besides all that, I love my car because
it's so dependable and that's the most important thing when looking for a car. My power
steering hose needed to be replaced and even though I shouldn't have, I drove with my car like
that for over 2 years without replacing it and it was still very reliable. I also drove my car like
this almost everyday at least miles so that tells anyone how reliable Honda's are. The Honda
civic is a great car for anyone looking for something reliable. In terms of gas mileage the Honda
civic does well around mpg. The fact that it does well on gas combined with the fact that the
Honda civic runs on regular makes it relatively cheap to fill up which is a bonus. The ride is
smooth for the most part. The wheels are a bit smaller so one does have to worry about flat tires
when it comes to large pot holes, since smaller tires absorb less shock. The back up camera is
a nice feature in the newer models. The heating and air conditioning does well to respond

quickly which is useful when it's steaming hot or ice cold inside your car. Overall in terms of
repairs, the Honda civic is reliable long term. If something does happen to go wrong it's not too
expensive to fix since its a very popular car. It is a great car. It is drives well and makes long
drives. The interior is large and comfy. I have had this car for five years and it is never left me
stranded. It have drive it for four hours at a time and it is great. It gets awesome gas mileage
and drives very smooth. I am the proud owner of a Honda civic. I love my Honda civic, it is such
a great cat. I like Honda s because the are reliable. Hondas run forever you can get k on a
Honda, they rarely break down. They are fuel efficient, 30 miles to the gallon! The are
reasonably priced and cool looking. With a Honda you get the most for your money A good
sturdy reliable car. I bought the car used in and have had very little to no trouble with it since
then. It is now and the only major issue I have had with it was the need to change the master
cylinder and the slave cylinder! Other than that it has been a pleasure to drive this little blue
rocket through the city of Honolulu and also through the city of San Francisco too! It is
excellent on gas, maneuvers exceptionally well, and the only thing I notice is that it is a little
slow on the pickup. But it is a manual transmission so that could be my own fault! My car is
small and compact and very easy to drive, however it is so old it does not have a lot of the
modern features that I would like. I do not know much about cars so it is fine to me, and it does
get a good amount of miles per gallon. I would just like more extra features. I have had no
problems with this car. Drives smooth and good on gas. Very comfortable for travel. I like the
heated seats and sunroof with it. Great car in all. No issues. I have done regular schedule
changes. Brakes are a great thing with the airlock. Reliable, good mileage as far as gas goes,
looks great, fits a lot of people, good trunk space, I really enjoyed this car and would never drive
anything other than Honda if I had to choose another car in the future. I also feel very safe
inside of this car great safety features are always a plus. There has only been one recall on it for
the air bags. I've had no major issues expect the wire broke that opened the gas tank one time. I
have found my car to be reliable and is still running well. It does not have any fancy feature as it
is an older vehicle. I like having manual roll down windows and, but I do sometimes wish it had
cruise control for long road trips. It doesn't have working AC unbeknownst to me at the time.
There is also problems with the brakes starting to give out. The car is not terribly reliable and is
I want to replace it. I do not feel comfortable leaving the city or the county with my car and it is
stressful to do so. Very reliable and affordable car. New features like the eco button help me
save gas and protect the environment more. The navigation system could be better it doesn't
save me time but rather adds time the farther I go. Overall I would continue to buy this model. I
had to spend about a little over a grand this year fixing getting a oil leak fixed in the engine it's
another things besides the issues this year it has run really nice the gas mileage is amazing and
I think it was just a one off. I love the gas mileage of this car. I wish the ac system worked better
in the car. I wish I shifted a little smoother. The interior of the car is simple and sweet. I like the
seats. The trunk could use a little more space though. And the seats should move forward
easier than they do. Gas mileage is great! Car is great overall. Everything is great. Comfort is
good. Everything about the Honda Civic is good. I recommend to get a Honda. The reliability of
the car is awesome. You can rely on the car to take you anywhere. Performance is really good
as well, it allows to drive comfortably and better than your average car. My Honda Civic is
reliable, has great gas mileage, and has only needed front end work needed to be done. It starts
during cold nights and the AC is still working during hot summer days. It handles great in the
snow with good snow tires. Bad to decent performance but doesn't stop working. Never really
had any major problems with it, only had to replace the right headlight once before in the many
years I've owned it. Very reliable, comfortable enough, not too many features, buts it's a good
enough car. Smooth drive and I usually use it to go out and drive to places but mostly driving to
work as well. Speed is decent not the best it most definitely could do better but the car does
have a smooth drive as well. The civic is a good car for beginners too! It drives very smooth.
Handles well. I like how the onboard controls are situated - heat, air, Bluetooth, cruise control,
wipers, etc. It does sit a bit low so it can sometimes take a little effort to get into and out of the
vehicle. My seats are black cloth so it unfortunately does show up any type of spills or marks
fairly clearly. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter
by: Rating. Feature Reviews. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Performance Reviews.
Value Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews. Safety Reviews. Reliability Reviews.
Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Trish L wrote on
November 24, Elizabeth R wrote on June 27, Indian T wrote on June 9, Aaron B wrote on
February 4, Laura C wrote on January 30, Sky D wrote on November 26, Desirae M wrote on
November 2, Arianna G wrote on October 10, Madeleine M wrote on September 19, Joseph N
wrote on September 19, Micah M wrote on September 19, Anna L wrote on September 19, Audra
E wrote on September 19, Tamara M wrote on September 19, Estrella T wrote on September 19,

Becky A wrote on September 19, Neha K wrote on September 19, Nicholas S wrote on
September 19, Sarah W wrote on September 19, Sandy G wrote on September 19, Amber A
wrote on September 19, Richard W wrote on September 19, Nick K wrote on September 19,
Steve D wrote on September 19, Continue to Overview. The model is seating 5 people. The
engine is powerful and comprises 1. The model has a considerable tank size of The distance of
the wheelbase of Honda Civic is The turning diameter of the car is The length of the trim is The
height comes to The affected vehicles received a replacement driver air bag inflator as part of a
previous Takata inflator recall remedy or a replacement driver air bag module containing the
same inflator type as a service part. Due to a manufacturing error, in the event of a crash
necessitating deployment of the driver frontal air bag, these inflators may explode.
Consequence: An explosion of an inflator within the driver frontal air bag module may result in
sharp metal fragments striking the driver, front seat passenger or other occupants resulting in
serious injury or death. Remedy: Honda will notify owners, and dealers will replace the driver's
air bag inflator with an alternate inflator, free of charge. Owners will be notified of the recall
beginning on April 17, , however, dealers are ready to begin repairs immediately. Honda owners
may contact customer service at Honda's number for this recall is O Acura owners may contact
customer service at Acura's number for this recall is U The front passenger air bag may have
been installed incorrectly during replacement. Consequence: An incorrectly installed air bag
may deploy improperly in the event of a crash, increasing the risk of injury. Remedy: Honda will
notify owners, and dealers will inspect and, if necessary, replace the passenger frontal air bag
module assembly, free of charge. The recall began June 22, Owners may contact Honda
customer service at Honda's numbers for this recall are K1P, and M1O. The affected vehicles
have a passenger side frontal air bag that may be susceptible to moisture intrusion which, over
time, could cause the inflator to rupture upon its deployment. Consequence: In the event of a
crash necessitating deployment of the passenger's frontal air bag, the inflator could rupture
with metal fragments striking the passenger seat occupant or other occupants possibly causing
serious injury or death. Remedy: Honda will notify owners, and dealers will replace the
passenger air bag inflator, free of charge. The recall began on July 1, Honda's numbers for this
recall are JS1 and JS2. However, this recall does supersede 13V and 14V The affected vehicles
are equipped with a dual-stage driver frontal air bag that may be susceptible to moisture
intrusion and other factors, including manufacturing variability that, over time, could cause the
inflator to rupture. Consequence: In the event of a crash necessitating deployment of the
driver's frontal air bag, the inflator could rupture with metal fragments striking the driver or
other occupants resulting in serious injury or death. Remedy: Honda will notify owners, and
dealers will replace the driver frontal air bag inflator, free of charge. Owners may contact Acura
customer service at , select option 4. Note: Vehicles that have had their driver frontal air bag
replaced previously as part of a recall remedy prior to September 12, need to have their air bag
replaced under this recall as well. Vehicles that, on or after September 12, , received a remedy
for a prior driver frontal air bag inflator recall already received an inflator of a different design,
and therefo
west marine fuses
mercedes benz no power
mercedesbenz ml550
re are not included in this recall and do not require additional servicing. Summary: American
Honda Motor Co. Upon deployment of the passenger side frontal air bag, excessive internal
pressure may cause the inflator to rupture. Remedy: Honda will notify owners, and dealers will
replace the passenger side air bag inflator, free of charge. The recall began January 26, Note:
This recall supersedes safety recall 14V, with the exception of vehicles originally sold, or ever
registered, in California. Those vehicles will continue to be addressed, and a free remedy
provided, under that safety recall campaign. This recall also includes vehicles in the specific
geographic areas listed above that were included within safety recalls 13V and 14V Remedy:
Honda will notify owners, and dealers will replace the inflators in all affected vehicles, free of
charge. The recall is expected to begin during August AT Please enter VIN. Search Now. Vehicle
Overview. Vehicle Specifications year:. Get more specs.

